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the face in the sky was shaped like a gigantic apple
and it looked like this: 🍎
the web is accumulative
in ways that material media weren’t
dismissing dismal redundancies ….////…
The Alpha 1 gets the problem.
What a horrible, selfish person. California is cursed with Dianne Feinstein, another person living in a bubble.
So, if it is necessary to lie about Corbyn 89 percent of the time, well, that’s what the media will do.
“You have an implant, I get it.”
remonstrating a defensive posture
yeah, even in my private life, I dress up every day
I live in NYC where the street is a performance space
I take no credit for my success.
Later, the promotions I received were always contingent on the data I provided.
bingo!

space age bubble busters

At the very end of Maya civilization, the system was further simplified by recourse to a single glyph.
….///The Underground Databases spoke of mysterious geoengineers, holed up
in secret, devising powerful devices to save the planet from apocalypse. /////..//
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A young woman, signature crystal pendant swaying back and forth between
her cleavage
enlivened the display
like a moonlit sky.
The Maya used two systems for calculating the days of the year.
One involved a cycle of 260 days, the so-called sacred or divinatory calendar.
Treehoppers are common insects occurring on all types of vegetation.
They vary in shape, owing to variations in shape of the pronotum; most
of them appear humpbacked and some are shaped like thorns.
A child could do what I do, but wouldn’t dare to for fear of being called stupid.
advantage: the pig-nosed prevaricator
.
.
.//globe-trotting troglodytes
sally forth, you
mute, bug-eyed bandits
over the infrastructure of oppression!
Corbyn came down on the wrong side of Brexit, it doesn’t matter the reasoning, and this lost him
a lot of populist potential.
I find doing a self-diagnostic on my vast information highway
an arduous task, one which can only be initiated if there is a
pressing need for DATA which will somehow illuminate cloudy
historical events, or verify facts as indisputable facts.
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I grant thee a wish to do
vibrant n verbose lollygagging.
No, scratch that! Keep me under the thumb of
a benevolent dictator.
SLAVISH R US.
hum ho hum ho
The problem is that the people who might put a lot of energy into a left-wing populist campaign are
nevertheless passionately anti-Brexit (rightly or wrongly), and the sense that Corbyn is sitting between two
stools, as it were, robs him [redacted] of his populist potential.
Caddisflies are relatively insignificant mothlike insects that would
not be terribly noteworthy were it not for their unusual aquatic larvae.
In a split-second…and there
he was, in one piece.
The morning breeze, smelling of
wild flowers, confirmed he had.
I do love getting comments about how I look, I adore it. It’s special. It makes
me feel special. It makes me feel noticed.
.
.
.
Sanders has infiltrated the Democratic Party. He is encouraging progressives to run. He contradicts the
platitudes of Perez and the other dems. He criticizes the dems in his speeches. Perez violently pukes all over
the stage and then Bernie mops it up and then starts restating his idea of a Democratic platform as the dems
get pissed about his popularity and his big mouth.
ordinary, pull yer pud
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